
Sheet-Pan Latkes

Serving:
24 appetizer portions but could easily be more, depending on the size
square you cut

Type:
Latkes- pareve (dairy free)

Author:
Liz Rueven

Notes:

These sheet-pan latkes were a huge hit in a class I taught recently. The
recipe is traditional and familiar. The switch up is in the method of
cooking the latke batter in a shallow sheet-pan. The oven needs to be
really hot, as does the oiled pan. Watch the batter sizzle through your
oven's window while you get the toppings prepared and have time to
shmooze with your guests.

You'll need: 12 ½ x 17 ½ sheet pan, food processor or box grater, large
bowl, colander



Ingredients:

4 Russet potatoes,(about 2-21/2 pounds) scrubbed, patted dry but not
peeled.

1 medium-large onion, peeled and diced

4 scallions, washed and patted dry, well chopped

3 eggs

½ cup matzah meal

1 teaspoon salt

1 teaspoon garlic powder

Cracked black pepper

3/4 cup canola or vegetable oil, divided into ½ cup and ¼ cup.

Directions:

Grate potatoes using a food processor or box grater.

Place colander over large bowl and put grated potatoes into colander.
Using a towel and your hands, press as much liquid out of potatoes as
possible. Collect the starch (powdery stuff that sinks to the bottom) from
the bowl and reserve to mix into batter. Dispose of other liquid. Place
grated potatoes into bowl.

Chop onions and scallions in processor or by hand. Add to bowl with
potatoes.

Whisk eggs and add them to the bowl along with the rest of the
ingredients. Mix well (hands are best, here).

Prepare the sheet pan by pouring ½ cup oil into pan and tilting the pan
back and forth until it’s evenly coated.



Place prepared pan into cold oven and preheat oven to 400 F for 20
minutes or until oil is shimmering and almost smoking.

Carefully remove pan from oven and smooth potato mixture across entire
pan, using a large spoon or spatula. Distribute batter evenly. It should be
as thin as a latke and the surface should be as even as possible.

Drizzle remaining ¼ cup oil over the batter and place sheet pan back in
oven for 35-40 minutes or until the giant latke is golden and crisp.

Cut sheet pan latke into 1- 1 ½ inch squares (bite size pieces).

Tips:

Have toppings ready to serve, buffet style. Platter the latke bites and have
guests choose their favorite flavor combos. See topping suggestions in the
blogpost above.

Get creative! The toppings don't all have to be homemade. We won't tell.


